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Electronic interwall interactions and charge redistribution in multiwall nanotubes
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Using density functional theory, we calculate the charge redistribution incurred upon forming multiwall
carbon nanotubes, or by sandwiching initially isolated single-wall nanotubes between graphene layers. In these
systems, we observe a significant charge transfer between thep electron system of the tube walls and a newly
formed interlayer state. We discuss the direction of charge flow in terms of the interlayer hybridization and
work function differences in the composite systems.
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Carbon nanotubes1 have attracted much attention from th
viewpoints of science and technological applications beca
of their unique electronic and mechanical properties. Prio
experimental confirmation, it was predicted that a single-w
nanotube~SWNT! can be either semiconducting or metalli
depending on its helical pitch and diameter.2,3 Whereas the
conductance behavior of SWNTs can be basically unders
based on the electronic structure of a graphene monola
there is no such simple relationship to planar graphite for
band structure and density of states of narrow SWN
There, the large curvature of the walls causes a hybridiza
between thes* andp* electron systems which are deco
pled in graphite. As a consequence, all SWNTs with a dia
eter below 7 Å have been predicted to be metallic, indep
dent on their helical pitch.4

Further modifications in the electronic structure are int
duced due to interwall interaction in multiwall nanotub
~MWNTs!. Interest in these systems is rising due to rec
synthesis of double-wall nanotubes~DWNTs! by fusion of
fullerenes encapsulated in SWNTs.5,6 Due to low density of
states at the Fermi level and close proximity of van Ho
singularities, even a minute charge redistribution in na
tubes may significantly modify their conducting and sup
conducting behavior.7,8 Drastic effects due to charge transf
are expected in nanotube-based electronic devices.7 In
double-wall nanotubes, theoretical studies have addre
the effect of interwall interactions on the equilibriu
geometry9 and electronic structure.10 So far, there have bee
no self-consistent calculations that would focus on the e
trostatic potential and charge distribution in nanotubes w
multiple walls.

Here we show that the presence of an interwall interac
in DWNTs modifies the electronic states close to the Fe
level, thus revealing the atomic arrangement within b
walls to scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!11 and reso-
nant Raman spectroscopy.12 Our self-consistent calculation
also indicate that, depending on the diameter of the in
vidual tubes, there is a charge transfer that shifts the en
bands by up to 0.3 eV, a significant value in device phys
We find the charge transfer to occur not only from one tu
to another, but also to a newly formed interwall state. T
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state, reminiscent of the interlayer state found in graphit13

may affect the conductivity of DWNTs.14

Due to the local curvature and rehybridization betwe
thes* andp* states, we suspect the work function of nan
tubes to be higher than that of graphite. This appears to
confirmed by the direction of charge flow in a system co
sisting of nanotubes sandwiched between graphene sh
Unfortunately, the potential in DWNT systems, consisting
pairs of (n,n) ‘‘armchair’’ nanotubes, is different from tha
of the isolated SWNT components. The direction of cha
flow may then not be correlated with SWNT work functio
differences. The importance of the self-consistent potentia
emphasized by the lack of correlation between the w
function and tube diameter, when judged by charge tran
only.

In this work, we have performed first-principles calcul
tions using density functional theory within the local dens
approximation ~LDA !. For the LDA exchange-correlation
potential, we used the Perdew-Zunger functional15 fitted
to the Ceperley-Alder results.16 Soft nonlocal pseudo-
potentials17 in the separable form18 were used to express in
teractions between valence electrons and ions. A plane w
basis set with a kinetic cutoff energy of 40 Ry was used
expand the Bloch valence wave functions. In the thr
dimensional periodic lattice used in our calculation, we us
hexagonal unit cells with thec axis parallel to the tube axis
The unit cell size was chosen to keep the distance betw
the walls of adjacent tubes at 7 Å, to prevent wave funct
overlap between neighboring cells. To perform the mom
tum space integration for DWNTs, we sampled the fi
quasi-1D Brillouin zone by 18k points. In the following,
we focus mainly on the (5,5)@(10,10) double-wall nano
tube, consisting of a (5,5) inside the (10,10) nanotu
We also find this system convenient for the sake of sim
comparison with previous calculations.9,10 We also investi-
gated charge redistribution profiles in other system
namely (4,4)@(9,9), (4,4)@(10,10), (4,4)@(11,11),
(5,5)@(11,11), (6,6)@(11,11), and (6,6)@(12,12) double-
wall nanotubes.

When computing the electronic structure
(5,5)@(10,10) nanotubes, we considered two different
ometries, one of them symmetric and the other one asymm
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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ric. In both cases the tubes are coaxial. In the symme
geometry the two nanotubes maintain the common fivef
symmetry. In the asymmetric geometry, which was also c
sidered in Ref. 10, the fivefold symmetry is broken by fi
rotating the (5,5) nanotube by 3° from the symmetric orie
tation and then shifting it axially by half a lattice constan
Figure 1 shows the computed band structures of the sym
ric and asymmetric (5,5)@(10,10) nanotubes, which re
semble those obtained by the tight-binding~TB! method.10 In
the symmetric (5,5)@(10,10) system, four bands cross ne
the Fermi level. In the asymmetric case, band crossing is
allowed, causing the formation of four pseudogaps in
density of states. Since TB and LDA give similar band stru
tures, the subtle differences in the charge distribution
character of wave functions close to EF have been missed fo
a long time. While the inter-layer hybridization opens
pseudogaps in the electronic structure, it also modifies
character of the corresponding wavefunction near EF, as
shown in the rightmost panels of Fig. 1, and hence is lik
to affect the conductivity of multiwall nanotubes.14

The eigenstate characteristics near EF of the asymmetric
(5,5)@(10,10) nanotubes are displayed in the rightm
panels of Fig. 1 as contour maps of the corresponding ch
densities. The state labeleda is located 0.03 eV above EF,
whereas theb state lies 0.03 eV below EF. These eigenstate
are close to the pseudogap region and are predomin
formed by thep orbitals of the inner (5,5) nanotube. Mea
while, tails of these wave functions extend out to the reg
occupied by the outer (10,10) nanotube, where they refl
the atomic arrangement of the inner tube. We therefore
pect that STM and STS spectra for very small bias voltag
which sample a very narrow energy region around EF, can
provide information about the atomic structure and relat
orientation in multiwall nanotubes.11 This rather subtle ef-

FIG. 1. One-dimensional electronic band structure of
(5,5)@(10,10) double-wall nanotube in the symmetric~left! and
asymmetric~middle! configuration. The position of EF50 eV is
shown by the dashed line. The energy position of pseudogap s
a and b, lying 0.03 eV above and below EF of the asymmetric
(5,5)@(10,10) nanotube, is indicated by arrows in the mid
panel. The two rightmost panels are contour maps of the ch
density associated with these states. The contour plots are sho
a plane containing the atoms, normal to the tube axis. The minim
contour values shown are set to be common.
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fect, confined mainly to the pseudogap region very close
EF, has been apparently overlooked in previous simulati
of STM images of multiwalled nanotubes that were p
formed for larger bias voltages.19,20

Next we discuss the self-consistent charge redistribu
in the (5,5)@(10,10) DWNT. Figure 2~a! displays the accu-
mulated and 2~b! the depleted charge in the asymmet
(5,5)@(10,10) nanotube with respect to the superposition
isolated (5,5) and (10,10) nanotubes. We find it intrigui
that the charge transfer does not mainly occur from one t
to another, but rather from the outer (10,10) tube to
intertube region. We find this behavior not to depend on
tube orientation, and to occur for the symmetr
(5,5)@(10,10) arrangement as well. We found the amo
of charge transfer of 0.09 electrons per period, correspond
to sixty carbon atoms within a 2.46 Å long axial tube se
ment, to be considerable. The (10,10) nanotube therefore
be viewed as being hole doped by the inner (5,5) nanotu
A very similar charge transfer is also seen in a hypothet
situation, in which arrays of (10,10) nanotubes are sa
wiched in-between graphene sheets, as shown in Fig. 3~a!.
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FIG. 2. Contour maps of the accumulated~a! and depleted~b!
charge densities within the asymmetric (5,5)@(10,10) nanotube.
The contour plots are shown in a plane containing the atoms,
mal to the tube axis. The minimum contour values shown are se
be common.

FIG. 3. ~a! Perspective view of the atomic arrangement for
rays of (10,10) nanotubes sandwiched between graphene la
The interwall distance is 3.47 Å between the tubes and 3.34
between the tubes and graphene layers. Contour maps of the
mulated~b! and depleted~c! charge densities of the system. Th
position of the graphene layers is indicated by arrows. The con
plots are shown in a plane containing the atoms, normal to the
axes. The minimum contour values shown are set to be comm
2-2
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The character of the state which accommodates the e
charge is very similar to the interlayer state found
graphite.13 The charge redistribution within this system
shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!, is determined by subtractin
superposed charge densities of neutral, isolated (10
nanotubes and graphene monolayers from the total ch
density of the bulk system. As shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!,
the depleted charge stems from thep electron system of the
graphene layers. This result is consistent with the intuit
interpretation that the work function of nanotubes is high
than that of graphite, as confirmed by recent photoemiss
data.21 Recently, a similar charge redistribution profile h
also been discovered in ‘‘peapods,’’ consisting of fullere
chains encapsulated in nanotubes.22

Similar charge accumulations in the interwall region we
also found in (4,4)@(9,9),(4,4)@(10,10),(4,4)@(11,11),
and (6,6)@(11,11) double-wall nanotubes. Among the
the (6,6)@(11,11) DWNT shows ap-electrons depletion o
the outer (11,11) nanotube, same as the (5,5)@(10,10)
nanotube. On the other hand, in other (4,4)@(n,n) pairs,
with n ranging from 9 to 11, the charge depletion occurs
the inner (4,4) nanotube. As for the (5,5)@(11,11) and
(6,6)@(12,12) nanotubes, the direction of the charge tra
fer is unclear. Thus we conclude that the direction of cha
flow does not simply follow an ordering scheme based
tube diameters, not even for the same helical pitch.

In general, the direction of charge transfer between t
weakly interacting systems is determined by the difference
their work functions. An intriguing question is, whether th
intertube interaction in multiwall tubes can be conside
weak enough to allow the extrapolation of work functions
isolated single-wall tubes.

For solid surfaces, the asymptotic form of the se
consistent potential in the direction normal to the surface w
used to determine the work function in a periodic array
slabs.23 As we show in Fig. 4, the self-consistent potent
Vtot of the dilute periodic lattice of (5,5)@(10,10) nanotubes
does not converge sufficiently fast the intertube region
allow a similar work function extrapolation. This slow con
vergence is chiefly due to the asymptotic behavior of
Hartree and local-ionic potentials which diverge logarithm
cally with increasing distance from charged cylindric
objects.24 Due to the even smaller interwall than intertu
distance in DWNTs, the changes in the crystal potential
to the presence of the other tube and the interwall interac
are likely to significantly modify the potential of the ind
vidual tubes, making extrapolations of their work function
this geometry even more difficult. We believe that the cal
lation of accurate work function values for nanotubes o
given diameter and helical pitch is nontrivial, since it r
quires considering a very large vacuum region away from
tube. We should also note that, in reality, a finite length
nanotubes must affect their work function.

Since the charge flow in a multiwall system is not simp
correlated with the work function difference of the individu
tubes, we seek in the following to explain its origin in term
of the interwall hybridization. These considerations have
take into account not only the curvature-induced change
the p electron system of the tubes, but also their interact
04140
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with the newly formed interwall state. Our calculations ind
cate that in planar hexagonal graphite, there is no cha
flow into the interlayer region.25 We conclude that the in-
volvement of the interwall state in the charge redistributi
is closely related to the curvature of the tube walls.

As shown in previous calculations,4 the tube wall curva-
ture causes as* -p* hybridization which is suppressed b
symmetry in planar graphite monolayers. We expect that
modified s(* ) and p(* ) system of electrons will interac
with the interlayer state. The degree of rehybridizati
within the MWNT system, as compared to graphite, depe
not only on the curvature of the individual tubes, but ev
more importantly on the interwall distance and the atom
registry between adjacent walls. Judging from very simi
charge redistributions found for the symmetric and asymm
ric (5,5)@(10,10) DWNTs, the chirality and diameter of th
individual tubes matter more than relative tube orientatio
It is difficult to pinpoint the dominant eigenstates responsi
for the charge transfer into the interwall region, since t
charge redistribution has contributions from many eige
states, some of them far below EF. Also, there appears to b
a significant hybridization between these deep states and
interlayer state.22

The possibility of hole doping of composite systems co
taining nanotubes and fullerenes without halogen or ot
impurity atoms, as predicted for the (10,10) nanotube wit
the (5,5)@(10,10) double-wall system, opens new possib
ties for engineered electronic devices. Recently, hole dop
was shown to significantly increase the superconduc
transition temperature TC of supported fullerene layers.26 We
expect that hole doping will modify the conductivity o
nanotubes, and may even lead to higher TC values for
nanotube-based superconductors.

Finally, we briefly address the exfoliation energy
MWNTs. Due to the curvature-induced reactivity increa

FIG. 4. Profiles of the self-consistent potentials along a l
connecting the nearest-neighbor (5,5)@(10,10) double-wall nano-
tubes in the periodic lattice. Vtot stands for the total, VH for the
Hartree, Vion for the ionic, and Vxc for the exchange-correlation
potential in the lower panel. The contribution of the nonlocal part
the pseudopotentials is not shown. The corresponding atomic p
tions within the symmetric (5,5)@(10,10) nanotube and the lin
used to display the potential profiles is given in the upper pane
2-3
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we expect that the energy to separate nested nanot
should exceed the exfoliation energy of graphite (0.054
atom experimental,27 0.025 eV/atom theoretical.28! Our
value of 0.07 eV per unit cell containing sixty atoms in to
lies significantly lower. We suspect that the presentk point
sampling, even though finer than in previous work,9 is still
not sufficient enough to probe the density of states in
vicinity of the Fermi level in (5,5)@(10,10) nanotubes with
sufficient accuracy. We believe that a precise determina
of the exfoliation energy of nanotubes will involve a ve
densek point mesh probing the eigenstates near EF.

In summary, we calculated the self-consistent charge d
sity and potential profiles for double-wall nanotubes, cons
ering constituent tubes of various chiralities, and for sing
wall nanotubes sandwiched between graphene layers.
found that the atomic structure of the inner tube modifies
charge density associated with states near EF even outside
the outer tube, so that it can be probed by STM. A signific
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amount of charge, originating mainly from thep electron
system of the tubes and graphite layers, is transferred ma
into a new interwall state, related to the interlayer state
graphite. The associated hole doping, occurring in individ
tubes, will affect their conducting and possibly superco
ducting behavior. Our results indicate that the work functi
of nanotubes is larger than that of graphite, and that w
function differences between single-wall tubes cannot be
duced easily from the charge transfer in double-wall syste

All calculations were performed on the SX4 superco
puter system at the NEC Tsukuba Laboratories. This w
was performed under the management of Frontier Car
Technology supported by NEDO. This work was also su
ported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, Priority Are
~#402! by Ministry of Education of Japan, JSP
RFTF96P00203 and Nissan Science Foundation~S.S.!; ONR
and DARPA under Grant No. N00014-99-1-0252~D.T.!.
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